
DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM  
      SALES INSTRUCTION  No.28/2005 

From 
  GM/Commercial, 
  DHBVN. Hisar. 
 
To 

All EIC/CEs(OP)/SEs(OP)/Xens/SDOs/Op., 
JEs-I, Incharge in DHBVN. 

 
Memo No. Ch-28   /SE/Comml/R-17/283/2005 
Dated :-20.10.2005 

 
Sub:- Settlement of the Pending Electricity Bills of Rural Domestic 

and Agriculture categories of consumer in rural areas – 
special campaign for regularization of Kundi connections & re-
connection of disconnected domestic consumers. 

 
Please refer to Sales Circular No.D-8/2005 dated 25.06.2005 and 

its subsequent amendment vide which detailed instructions for settlement of 

pending electricity bills   of rural domestic and agriculture category of consumers 

were issued and Sales Instructions No.22/2005 vide which instructions were 

issued for holding the camps at village levels for providing spot reconnection. 

The progress of the scheme as on 10.10.2005 reveals that the progress of 

reconnection of disconnected domestic consumers in rural area covered under 

the scheme is not encouraging. These consumers may involve in theft of 

electricity through Kundi etc. For providing the mechanism, whereby 

reconnections to such disconnected consumers are released quickly, the 

guidelines as issued vide sales instructions NO.22/2005 are reiterated with some 

amendments as given under:- 

1. A special campaign shall be launched by the concerned field offices in the 

affected villages upto 31.12.2005 for providing on the spot connection to 

the Kundi connections, disconnected and un-connected premises 

consumers/premises of rural domestic category. The campaign for release 

of connection may be held on village-to-village basis. 

2. The villages should be selected carefully and wide publicity be given so 

that there is favorable response to the scheme. 

3. All the requisite forms should be made available at site. A clerk will carry 

the consumer ledgers of the village and other connected consumers 

records. 

4. Sufficient number of meters may be carried for installation by the team. 

The team should comprise of the SDO. JE and the Lineman/ALM of the 

concerned area. All other required material such as cable/cutouts etc. , 

are carried along. The connections should be released on the same data 

to these consumers. 

5. Any formalities / paper work so required should be got completed by the 

Nigam’s  official, without any inconvenience to the applicant. 

6. The Kundi connection will be released at the spot. 



7. The release of connections would be governed by the technical feasibility 

and such connections which can not be released on technical 

consideration such as abnormal distance from near by line etc., These 

applications may be kept pending for the time being and be dealt in 

normal course as per existing rules. 

8. The charges to be collected from the consumer for reconnection are as 

per the provisions of Sales Circular No.D-8/2005 dated 25.06.2005 and its 

subsequent amendments thereof. 

9. The date of holding camps, village wise, may be compiled by the 

S.Es(OP) and conveyed by Xen/Monitoring at headquarter by 25.10.2005. 

The above instructions may be brought to the notice of all 

concerned for careful and meticulous compliance. 

 
-sd-        

                         
SE/Commercial, 

                 for GM/Comml. DHBVN Hisar.   
 


